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GATEWAY TO JORDAN
A new bridge launched across the Jordan Valley will connect 
countries and improve collaboration and prosperity,
writes Micha B Petri

The 352m-long bridge has been launched over 
the River Jordan using the steel structure of the 
leading section minus the concrete deck as a 

launch nose. The Jordan Gateway Bridge crosses the 
Jordan Valley and connects the State of Israel with the 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan as part of the Jordan 
Gateway Free Zone industrial park located on both 
sides of the border. 

Emek Hamaayanot Regional Council in Israel 
is the client and Minrav Group the contractor, 
while all design stages, from preliminary and fi nal 
design through to detailed design documents and 
construction engineering for the launching process, 
were carried out by Kedmor Engineers. The bridge is 
divided into eight spans: six 46m-long typical spans 
and two 36m-long end spans. The slab width is 11m 
between the railings and carries two traffi c lanes and 
a pedestrian sidewalk on one side. The bridge has a 
straight planimetric path with no skew.

The structure crosses the Syrian-African rift, an 
active geological fault and seismic zone that refl ects 
a high seismic acceleration of 0.33 for a return 
period of 975 years. The soil is characterised by a top 
layer of clay, followed by layers of gravel together 
with a high level of ground water. The active seismic 
area, together with the soil characteristics, required 
a site-specifi c survey.

The site is in one of the warmest areas of Israel 
where, summer temperatures can hit 50°C. This, of 
course, affects the site conditions, particularly the 
casting of concrete and staff wellbeing. In addition, 
since the bridge site is located in two countries and 
thus functions as a border crossing, the project 
required close collaboration between all parties. 

The superstructure is composite, with two 
25m-long main I-shaped steel girders, 1.8m high and 
0.5m deep, in addition to cantilevered transverse 
steel beams, which support a 250mm deep reinforced 
concrete deck. The use of steel girders was preferred 
over a concrete superstructure due to their relatively 
light weight.

The superstructure construction design uses the 
incremental launching method (ILM), whereby the 
steel girders are assembled using stressed bolts 
behind the abutment at the Israeli side, and the 
concrete slab is cast at the casting yard after the 
girders are installed prior to the launching. The 

bridge is then launched from the Israeli side to 
Jordan. The ILM was the preferred alternative for 
reducing the impact of works on the river valley.

In order to decrease the vertical defl ection at 
the front of the launched girders, the fi rst 40m 
are launched without the concrete deck. The steel 
superstructure therefore acts as a light launching 
nose for the 23m-long launching cycles, which are 
pushed using a hydraulic jack against the abutment. 
Only after the girders reach the abutment at the 
Jordanian side is the last part of the deck cast. 

The bridge has seven concrete mid-piers with 
a constant thickness, and a width that meets the 
bottom of the steel girders. During launching 
the girders were supported on temporary sliding 
bearings, which were replaced with permanent 
ones during the fi nal stage. At the fi nal position, a 
pinned pot-bearing at three axes provided a pinned 
connection between the girders and the columns, 
with the other supports comprising sliding pot-
bearings. The superstructure is continuous along the 
entire bridge and expansion joints are installed at 
the abutments. The piers are cast on pile caps and 
the abutments, based on piles as well, include wing 
walls at the embankments. The piles, drilled and cast 
using bentonite, reach depths of up to 32m and are 
1.6m in diameter.

Calculations were performed for each 
construction stage, including camber design, and 
after each launching cycle the elevation of the 
girder was surveyed and monitored. Additional 

launching features that were designed included jack 
connections and rails, side guides at the piers, and 
front slides to assure the girders reached the bearing 
level and various temporary supports and bracing.

The Jordan Gateway Bridge project is reaching 
its completion and will serve the parties from both 
sides within a few months, once the access roads 
have been completed. As designers, we take pride 
in promoting change and hope in the Middle East by 
connecting neighbours and improving collaboration 
and prosperity for the benefi t of the whole region n
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The steel superstructure formed the launching nose for the 352m-long Jordan Gateway Bridge
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